Sex affects gait adaptations after exercise in individuals with anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.
Osteoarthritis after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction has been linked with changes in gait. Individuals with reconstruction demonstrate gait changes after exercise, however there is no information on altered gait after exercise based on sex. The purpose of this study was to examine the association of sex on changes in running gait after exercise in individuals with reconstruction compared to healthy. Forty females (22 reconstructed) and 22 men (11 reconstructed) ran before and after exercise. Triplanar lower extremity kinematics and kinetics were measured on the involved limb. Data were reduced to 0-100% of gait. Change scores were calculated for each 1% with 90% confidence intervals. Mean differences were calculated for all significant differences. After exercise, females with reconstruction increased knee valgus (1.81°), knee external rotation (2.02°), lateral trunk flexion (1.24°) and trunk rotation (2.15°) compared to healthy females. Females with reconstruction increased knee extension moment (0.07 Nm/kg), knee abduction moment (0.08 Nm/kg), hip extension moment (0.14 Nm/kg) and hip internal rotation moment (0.04 Nm/kg) compared to healthy females. After exercise, males with reconstruction decreased knee varus (-4.83°), hip adduction (-1.99°), and hip internal rotation (-4.44°), however increased lateral trunk flexion (1.94°) compared to healthy males. Males with reconstruction increased knee extension moment (0.07 Nm/kg), knee adduction moment (0.31 Nm/kg), knee internal rotation moment (0.13 Nm/kg), hip flexion moment (0.17 Nm/kg), and hip external rotation moment (0.05 Nm/kg) compared to healthy males. Males with reconstruction increased hip loading while women with reconstruction increased trunk motion post-exercise. Sex should be considered when evaluating response to exercise after reconstruction.